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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Simulation technology has become one of the most important branches for scientic com-
putations in energy physics, genomics, astronomy, and other elds. As the granularity of
simulations increases, the demand for handling larger datasets is growing accordingly. The
European X-ray project XFEL [1] generates 10 to 50 peta bytes in a second, which requires
its underlying le system to handle data at peta bytes scale. Such requirement is met by
parallel le systems that bundle multiple storage devices and achieves a high I/O performance
through simultaneous access.
1.2 The Uniformity of File Systems
File systems such as GPFS [2], Lustre [3], pNFS [4] and PVFS [5] require dedicated storage
nodes connected to compute nodes using a storage area network (SAN). The performance in
accessing les on such le systems can be considered rather “uniform” because each access
has to travel through the network (Fig. 1, left). However, this approach requires a high
bandwidth network between the compute and storage nodes, which could incur a relatively
high cost, especially for a large-scale cluster.
In contrast, Non-Uniform Storage Access (NUSA) le systems such as Gfarm [6] and Google
File System [7], which federate local le systems on compute nodes, have been proposed. In
this type of le system, the access performance can be considered “non-uniform” because
the compute node can now access the les on its local drive (route 1 in Fig. 1, right) as well
as les on the remote node through the network (route 2 in Fig. 1, right).
The dierence in throughput between local and remote access may be signicant in NUSA
le systems. I have conducted an evaluation of Gfarm le system with the thput-gfpio bench-
mark, which is a component included in Gfarm and aims to evaluate I/O bandwidth. The
result (Fig. 2) shows that local access dominates remote access in all chunk sizes.
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Fig. 1: Uniform Storage Access le system and Non-Uniform Storage Access le system
1.3 Motivation and Targeted System
Some of the well-known schedulers are shown in Figure 3. Google File System (GFS) and
HDFS [8] shown in the gure are the most widely deployed NUSA le system which are the
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Fig. 2: Performance variation of Gfarm
underlying le systems of MapReduce. The JobTracker [9] and YARN [10] are the default
schedulers for MapReduce 1 and MapReduce 2, respectively. Since GFS and HDFS are NUSA
le systems, the locality is a crucial concern. However, schedulers and optimizations for
improving locality for such le systems are often based on unique characteristics of MapReduce,
which makes them inapplicable for NUSA le system designed for batch queuing systems like
Gfarm. For example, Delay Scheduling [11], one of the most cited works for optimizing locality
in MapReduce, is not directly applied to Gfarm, because a clear denition of 'local' node does
not hold true in that le system.
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Fig. 3: Target System
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In addition, there are some widely deployed task schedulers in HPC environment which are
batch queuing systems{Torque [12], LSF [13], and Slurm [14], etc. Most of these schedulers
had only assumed local storage access when they are designed. The main information they
depend on is CPU load and available memories.
Those schedulers are suitable for uniform storage access le systems mainly because there
is no need to consider the le location at the task dispatch. The access performance is nearly
identical regardless of which compute node the task is dispatched to.
However, such schedulers may not be ideal for a NUSA le system because if a task is
dispatched without consideration of the le placement, it might be assigned to a node where
the le cannot be accessed locally, thereby leading to a drop in performance.
Moreover, some of schedulers like Mesos [15], Omega [16] and Borg [17] are capable of
handling workloads of both batch queueing systems and MapReduce. However, they usually
assume the prerequisites of MapReduce while designing their approaches for improving the le
locality. For instance, the Mesos scheduler applied Delay Scheduling in their implementation
while Delay Scheduling is not directly applicable to Gfarm.
In summary, to eectively execute tasks on NUSA le systems for batch queueing systems,
the data placement has to be taken into consideration and local access should be exploited.
There are many approaches for Hadoop/MapReduce but they are not able to be applied to
batch queuing systems directly. The main purpose of this study is to propose a scheduling
strategy for batch queueing systems on the top of NUSA le systems that emphasize the
exploitation of high-performance local access.
1.4 Related Research
Scheduling algorithms have been widely studied from various perspectives. In this section,
I focus on those works emphasizing le allocation. In the following section, works on
Hadoop/MapReduce and LSF Plugin are summarized.
Schedulers for Hadoop/MapReduce: Hadoop/MapReduce has completely dierent
computation model with the one in batch queuing systems. In MapReduce, a task can access
les on a local worker, as well as its counterpart on a remote node, which makes it a NUSA-
based system despite the huge dierence in computational models. The default scheduler for
Hadoop basically works as an FCFS scheduler. The YARN scheduler is an upgraded version
of the resource manager in Hadoop2, and it recognizes three levels of locality: Node, Rack,
and O-switch.
There are many works that aim to improve locality in Hadoop. The Workload Characteristic
Oriented Scheduler [18] introduced the concept of Compute Rate (CR) to denote the extent
of CPU intensity of a job. It samples some tasks from a job to acquire their CR, and then
adjusts its dispatch strategy to improve job locality. [19] introduced the LART scheduler to
collocate reduce tasks with the maximum required data, and [20] proposed a sampling-based
approach to minimize transmission cost and maximize locality for reduce tasks.
X. Wang et al. presented a locality and energy-aware scheduling method [21] that takes
advantage of le locality. They dened a method to calculate energy eciency, and tried to
strike a balance between eciency and locality. The main purpose of this work is to control
energy consumption, which is quite dierent from our goal. Furthermore, this approach is
based on the assumption that each le has a xed number of replicas. This is a basic character
of MapReduce, but does not hold true for other NUSA le systems like Gfarm.
Delay Scheduling was designed to tackle the conict between locality and fairness. In DS,
when a task should be running according to fairness policy but fails to nd a local slot, it
waits for some local slots before it is executed remotely. The authors argue that tasks are
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likely to run locally with little compromise in fairness.
However, DS cannot be applied directly to an arbitrary system because it is based on
two assumptions: 1) each job has a nearly identical execution time and will nish relatively
quickly and 2) there will always be a local node with all les that the job requires. Both
assumptions might fail in other NUSA le systems, because the execution time of a task is
highly unpredictable in a batch queuing system and a task may access multiple data sets on
dierent nodes.
Data-Aware Scheduling LSF Plugin for Gfarm: The methods in [22] and [23] are the
most relevant approaches that I am currently aware of. The authors proposed two approaches
to optimize the creation of a replica: 1) a method for selecting the best node to create the
replica when considering the source, destination, and network loads, and 2) a method for
categorizing jobs to ensure that the time and performance will not be wasted when creating
the replica.
Making replicas is indeed an eective way to exploit the eective local access of Gfarm.
However, the LSF Gfarm plugin lacks the ability to deal with a "fake" data-intensive job
which refers to a large dataset of which only a small part of it is accessed. For example, both
Blastx and Blastp refer to the same database, but Blastx is much more data-intensive.
Moreover, because a task is forced to run locally using the LSF Gfarm plugin, vacant
compute nodes will not be usable until the required data are replicated to them, which may
occasionally be a waste of resources.
1.5 Contributions
The contributions of this study are listed as follows:
 Existing algorithms for batch queueing systems either are unaware of data placement
or try to improve the locality under the restriction of HDFS prerequisites. While in this
work, I proposed two unique approaches for task dispatching in batch queueing systems
that improve data locality without the prerequisites of HDFS.
 Two designs of data-driven scheduling algorithms, Data-Aware Dispatch (DAD) and
Improved Data Aware Dispatch (IDAD), are proposed. DAD employs a global param-
eter to strike a balance between CPU load and locality, and IDAD enables a per-task
parameter setting instead global one, and thus is more adaptive to dierent types of
tasks.
 DAD and IDAD implementations on the Torque scheduler with Gfarm are presented
along with an adaptation of Delay Scheduling.
 The Score of IDAD, a parameter to select the best execution node, is evaluated with
Readgf and BLAST benchmark to show its eectiveness.
 Evaluations of schedulers integrated with DAD and IDAD using three benchmarks in
comparison with stock Torque scheduler are also described and shows noticeable im-
provement.
2 Design of Data-Aware Scheduling
In this study two designs of data-driven scheduling algorithms have been proposed: Data-
Aware Dispatch (DAD) introduces a parameter fileLocality to indicate the cost of accessing
data and a global parameter to strike a balance between fileLocality and CPU load; and
Improved Data-Aware Dispatch (IDAD) enables a per-task parameter setting instead global
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one, which allows each task species a parameter called RDR that indicates the performance
degradation if it is located on the remote node, and thus is more adaptive to dierent types
of tasks.
2.1 Data-Aware Dispatch (DAD) [24]
As discussed in the previous section, most of the existing works depend on some particular
constraints, such as a xed number of replicas or a xed task size. However, these assumptions
do not hold true for some general purpose Non-Uniform Storage Access le systems such as
Gfarm. In this section, Data-Aware Task Dispatch (DAD) is proposed to exploit local access
regardless of those conditions.
2.1.1 File Locality and Score
The traditional scheduler takes the CPU load-average as the primary factor when selecting
a compute node for a specic task. In contrast, DAD introduces fileLocality, a parameter
that indicates the diculty of accessing the dataset, and combines it with load-average as a
comprehensive Score to determine the most suitable node. These two parameters are described
in detail below.
The fileLocality(t; h), which indicates the diculty of accessing the dataset referenced by
task t when it is dispatched to a specic compute node h, is dened as follows:
fileLocality(t; h) =[
nX
y=1
locality(fy; h)
=
nX
y=1
sizeof(fy) + 1]=2
locality(fi; h) =
(
 sizeof(fi) if on(fi; h)
sizeof(fi) other
(1)
where the locality(fi; h) is a value determined by the size of le fi and whether compute node
h has a replica of fi. If one of the replicas of fi is on h, the cost of accessing it will be smaller,
and therefore the le size of fi will be subtracted to make the "cost" smaller, and vice versa.
The fileLocality(t; h) is the normalized sum of the locality(fy; h) ranges [0; 1].
The comprehensive Score can be calculated in advance using the fileLocality as follows:
Score(t; h) =fileLocality(t; h) 
+load(h) (1  ) (0    1) (2)
The load-average load and fileLocality are unied into Score using parameter . Here, 
is a modier used to adjust the strength of DAD. When  = 1, the scheduler will ignore the
CPU load at dispatch. Although there should be a method for acquiring the optimal value of
, I only show the eectiveness of this particular parameter at this stage.
The Score can now be used to judge whether a host is desirable for a job execution in the
exact way in which the load average is used in a CPU-focused scheduler, with consideration
of both the CPU load and the le locality.
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2.2 Improved Data-Aware Dispatch (DAD) [25]
As discussed in the previous section, DAD has a parameter  to strike a balance between
fileLocality and CPU load, yet  is quite dicult to calculate. Considering the fact that
CPU load does not have a major impact on execution time, I propose a more data-centric
approach called Improved Data-Aware Task Dispatch (IDAD) in this section.
2.2.1 Remote Degradation Rate and Score
A traditional scheduler takes the CPU load-average as the main standard for load balancing.
Just like DAD, IDAD also denes a Score for selecting the best node at dispatch phase. In
DAD, the only user-dened parameter is  and it is a global parameter that aects all tasks
scheduled. For precise control of each task, I introduce a per-task parameter called Remote
Degradation Rate (RDR) to indicate the extent to which a task is data-intensive.
RDR is dened as follows:
RemoteDegradRate =
RemoteT ime(t)  LocalT ime(t)
LocalT ime(t)
(3)
where RemoteT ime(t) is the execution time when a task t runs on a remote node. Likewise,
LocalT ime(t) is the execution time when a task t runs on a local node.
The range of RDR is [0;1). When RemoteT ime(t) equals LocalT ime(t), RDR is zero,
which means for this specic task t, executing remotely or locally does not aect execution
time and therefore it is not a data-intensive job.
The Score(t; h) then can be dened as follow:
Score(t; h) =RDR(t) 
Pn
y=1RemoteSizeof(fy; h)Pn
y=1 Sizeof(fy)
RemoteSizeof(fi; h) =
(
0 if on(fi; h)
sizeof(fi) other
(4)
where the
Pn
y=1RemoteSizeof(fy; h) is the total size of les accessed remotely andPn
y=1 Sizeof(fy) is the total size of les accessed by the task.
At the dispatch phase, when the scheduler selects the best node h for task t, IDAD calculates
the Score(t; h) for each available node h; and the node with the lowest Score is chosen as the
execution node.
2.3 Delay Scheduling for Data-Aware Scheduling and Local Threshold
2.3.1 Delay Scheduling
I found that the order of the tasks might cause a drastic degradation in the performance. An
example of this is shown in Fig. 4, in which there are eight tasks in a queue, four requiring le
A; and the other four, le B. Because there are two nodes for each referenced le, the ideal case
is for each node to be dispatched with two local tasks. This can be achieved by the arranging
tasks as AABBAABB. However, if the tasks come in the order of AAAABBBB, after the rst
two tasks are dispatched (phase 2 in Fig. 4), the following two tasks will be dispatched to the
two available nodes remaining without a needed le. Finally, half of the tasks have to access
the le remotely, which will cause a signicant drop in performance for data-intensive tasks.
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I applied Delay Scheduling (DS) to alleviate this issue. DS is a simple idea for a scheduler
to achieve locality in the Hadoop le system. In DS, when a task is to be dispatched according
to the scheduling policy but has no local node, instead of being executed immediately, it waits
for a few slots so that it can be executed locally.
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y
Fig. 4: Task Order Causing Performance Degradation
2.3.2 Local Threshold
DS is designed for MapReduce, where tasks can always nd a local node. However, in some
NUSA le systems like Gfarm, a task may refer to more than one dataset distributed in
multiple compute nodes and there are cases where no node holds all data required.
In Hadoop, DS classies the locality of nodes into three levels: Local, Rack, and O Switch.
In this study, tasks are classied by Score(t; h) and a local threshold value. A node h is
local to task t if Score(t; h) is smaller than the local threshold lThreshold. Otherwise, h is
considered remote.
3 Evaluation
I evaluated DAD and IDAD with Blast benchmarks [26], comparing it with stock FCFS Torque
scheduler. BLAST is an algorithm for comparing primary biological sequence information.
The BLAST benchmark simulates the typical workload obtained from an analysis of several
hundred thousand runs. It consists of multiple sub-benchmarks but I chose Blastn and Blastx
for our sub-benchmark because they refer to dierent le sets and are I/O intensive jobs.
Furthermore, the extent of CPU intensity diers across the two sub-benchmarks.
In this evaluation, tasks of Blastn and Blastx are submitted to two dierent queues to avoid
excess judgment regarding the DS. In our experiment, four nodes are used as storage and
execution nodes. Twenty-two dierent database les were replicated once (two replicas), and
distributed evenly to four compute nodes. Blastn and Blastx are submitted to IDAD, DAD,
and the stock FCFS Torque scheduler. Then the makespan of all tasks were recorded. As the
rst step of IDAD, I run a sampling evaluation to acquire the RDR of Blastn and Blastx by
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executing tasks on both remote and local machines.
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Fig. 5: Makespan Comparison
The RDRs of Blastn and Blastn are 6.176 and 0.262, respectively. In this evaluation,
lThreshold is set to 0.3 because I want to classify Blastx as a CPU-intensive job and Blastn
as an I/O intensive job. For DAD, since there is no viable way of calculating the optimal ,
I have evaluated DAD with dierent values of  and Delay to acquire the best result. The
shortest makespan using DAD is 169.039 s when  = 0:8 and Delay = 1.
The makespans of DAD, IDAD, and the stock FCFS Torque scheduler are shown in Fig. 5.
"All Local" in the gure is obtained under the condition that all nodes hold all datasets
required by the task, which means whichever node the task is dispatched to, it will access les
locally. Therefore, it can be considered the lower bound for the evaluation. In this gure,
Delay 0 denotes the result of IDAD with Delay = 0.
As you can see in Fig. 5, the best makespan using IDAD is 160.239 s (Delay = 1), whereas
the best case with DAD is 169.039 s ( = 0:8 and Delay = 1), which is 29.88% and 33.61%
time reduction in comparison with stock FCFS Torque scheduler.
4 Conclusion and Future Work
As the granularity of simulations increases, the demand for handling larger datasets is growing
accordingly. Unlike the Uniform-Storage Access le systems, Non-Uniform Storage Access
(NUSA) le systems federate the local storages of compute nodes, which is able to scale out
with lower cost. The current scheduling algorithms are either not designed for NUSA le
systems, or not directly applicable for batch queueing systems.
In this study, two scheduling algorithms{Data Aware Dispatch (DAD) and Improved Data
Aware Dispatch (IDAD) are proposed for NUSA le systems to take advantages of the locality.
In the evaluation, DAD and IDAD reduced the makespan for 29.88% and 33.61% in comparison
with stock Torque FCFS algorithms, respectively.
In IDAD, tasks with lower RDR are more likely to be executed since they are more probably
to satisfy the standard of "local" in comparison with Local Threshold. It could be an issue
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when all of the low-RDR tasks nish, then some of the high RDR tasks have to be executed
remotely, causing greater performance degradation. Obviously, a more adaptive algorithm
should be introduced to rearrange the task execution sequence in the future.
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Posters Papers (Refereed)
1. Xieming Li, and Osamu Tatebe, Proposal of task dispatch exploiting data locality for
batch queuing system, 10th AEARU Work-shop on Computer Science and Web Tech-
nology (AEARU-CSWT 2015), Tsukuba, Feb. 2015.
2. Xieming Li, and Osamu Tatebe, Design of Data-Aware Scheduler. PRAGMA25, Bei-
jing, Oct 2013.
B Awards
1. Xieming Li and Osamu Tatebe, Data-Aware Scheduling. PRAGMA25 Student Work-
shop, Beijing, Oct 2013, Best Technical Award.
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